With the high-speed economic development and economic diversification of the world, it is very necessary to develop an effective and efficient portfolio selection method with high precision and robustness. In this study, we first introduce an enhanced multi-objective cardinality constrained mean-variance (CCMV) model, in which the transaction costs and price-earning (P/E) ratio are appended in the model, then an improved differential evolution algorithm with adaptive fine-tune is proposed to solve multi-objective portfolio selection problems based on decomposition (DEaf-MOPS/D).Finally, five simulation experiments on five benchmark datasets (HangSeng, DAX 100, FTSE 100, S&P 100, and Nikkei 225) are employed to investigate the performance of our method. The experimental results indicate that the performance of DEaf-MOPS/D is superior to other compared algorithms, and its runtime is much less than other algorithms, which demonstrate that our method is efficient in solving high-dimension portfolio selection problems.
Introduction
In 1981, Nobel Prize winner James Tobin said: "Do not put eggs in a basket.", which means reducing risk by diversifying investments. In wealth management, we aim to maximum return and reduce the risk by following the principle of diversifying investments. Therefore, choosing the best assets and the right amount of assets has become a very important research topic, which is a NP-hard problem. To tackle this problem, some mathematical models and solving methods have been proposed. Mean-variance (MV) model that is the first mathematical model was presented by Markowitz in 1959 (Markowitz, H. M. 1959) , it measures the return and risk by mean and variance of portfolio returns. The MV established a touchstone in the portfolio theory. Next, some alternative risk measures are proposed for estimating the risk, such as Value-at-Risk (VaR) (P. Jorion, 1997) , Mean-Absolute Deviation (MAD) (Yamazaki, K. H. 1991) and Conditional VaR (R.T. Rockafellar and S. Uryasev, 2000) . However, it is estimated that little is known. "Do not put the eggs in a basket". In fact, there is a second sentence, that is -"but don't put it in too many baskets". Hence, some constraints must be considered by real-life investors, such as cardinality constraints (CC) used to restrict the number of assets in the portfolio (M.J. Magill and G.M. Constantinides, 1976) , transaction costs (TC) (K. Metaxiotis, K and Liagkouras, 2012) for reducing the transaction costs from the outcome (Ertenlice O and Kalayci C B, 2018) .
In this work, we proposed a swarm intelligent optimization algorithm (DEaf-MOPS/D) to tackle high-dimensional portfolio selection problems. In section II, we introduce cardinality constraint mean-variance (CCMV) model and merge the transaction costs and price-earnings ratio into the CCMV model. Section III analyses the challenges of solving the CCMV models. Related works of solving the MV and CCMV models are introduced in section IV. Our proposed algorithm is discussed in detail in section VI. Section VII and VIII are respectively the simulation experiments and conclusion. f In the mathematical model, we append the price-earnings (P/E) ratio to the cardinality constraint mean variance (CCMV) model because, in a real portfolio, Shouheng Tuo, Hong He the P/E is also a very important factor in experts' considerations. The P/E denotes profit gained through the stock relative to its market price that can be important and effective for investments.
Challenges for solving the high-dimensional portfolio selection problems
The CCMV is a very complex NP-hard problem, solving it faces the follow challenges.
(1) Combinatorial Explosion. Portfolio selection is a high-dimensional combination optimization problem, heavy computation burden is the first challenge.
(2) Multi-objective optimization. The CCMV model has multiple objective functions that are mutually exclusive, for example, the expected returns and the risk are contradictory. How to balance the multi-objective functions is the second challenge.
(3) Constraint Handling. There are multiple constraint conditions in the CCMV models, such as the number (K) of assets expected to be invested, portfolio weight
. These constraints are usually contradictory with the objective function. Therefore, constraint handling is the third challenge.
Related work
Swarm intelligent optimization algorithm, which is not limited to the characteristics of mathematical models, has attracted considerable attention in solving high-dimensional portfolio selection problem. Chang In addition, harmony search and teaching-learning-based optimization were employed to solve high-dimensional portfolio selection problems (Tuo SH and He H, 2016, 2018) . These studies have been good progress in solving portfolio selection problems. However, most of algorithms take a long time to obtain the optimal frontier because many various weight coefficients of objective functions are considered. In this study, we propose a fast optimization algorithm, named DEaf-MOPS/D, which improves differential evolution algorithm using adaptive fine-tuning strategy to solve multi-objective portfolio selection problems based on decomposition.
Proposed algorithm DEaf-MOPS/D
The proposed DEaf-MOPS/D algorithm employs the idea of MOEA/D (Zhang Q and Hui L, 2007), it decomposes multi-objective portfolio selection problem into a number of scalar optimizations subproblems and then each subproblem is optimized by employing differential evolution (DE) according to the information from its neighboring subproblems. The DEaf-MOPS/D can obtain all the dominated solutions simultaneously, it has much lower computational complexity than other kind of optimization algorithms, such as NSGA-II (K. Deb, et al., 2002) and SPEA-II (E. Zitzler, et al., 2001) . The steps of DEaf-MOPS/D are shown in Figure 1 . 
Step 2. Assign the neighborhoods for each weight vector.
Find the T closest weight vectors
 to i th weight vector i  according to the distance from i  to other weights vectors.
Step 3. Population initialization.
(1) Generate population ( (3) Execute constraint handles as literature [18] [19] . (4) Evaluate each individual using objective functions.
Step 3. Differential evolution for each individual i x (i=1,2,…,N).
(1) Mutation operation (see Algorithm 2).
(2) Crossover operation (see Algorithm 2).
(3) Selection operation (see Algorithm 2).
Step 4. gen = gen + 1.
If gen < Gen go to Step 3. and runtime are adopted to evaluate the performance of algorithms.
Unconstraint tests.
All of the constraint conditions are not considered.
(Test 1.1) Two objective functions. The objective function of P/E is not employed in the test. The experimental results are summarized in Table 1 .
(Test 1.2) Three objective functions. All three objective functions (maximum investment return, minimum risk, minimum P/E) are considered. In this test, our method is investigated. The optimal frontiers are shown in Figure 3 and the results (MED, VRE, MRE and runtime) are presented in Table 2 .
As showed in Table 1 , on metrics MED, VAR and MRE, the HS-TLBO algorithm is superior to other four algorithms except for dataset HangSeng. However, the runtime of DEaf-MOPS/D is much less than other four algorithms on all datasets, it is about a tenth of runtime of HS-TLBO. The performance of DEaf-MOPS/D on other metrics is also competitive compare to HS-TLBO for the unconstraint portfolio selection problems.
It can be observed in Figure 3 that optimal frontiers obtained by using DEaf-MOPS/D algorithm on five datasets are clearly hierarchical and evenly distributed. The larger the P/E value is, the greater the risk and the return are. In Table 2 , the MED, VRE and MRE are calculated according to the risks and returns of optimal frontiers, which also displays very high-precision values on MED and MRE. (Test 2.1) Two objective functions with cardinality constraint, but without transaction cost constraint. Table 3 summarizes the test results of three algorithms (DEaf-MOPS/D, HS-TLBO and HSDS).
(Test 2.2) Two objective functions with transaction cost constraint. The experimental results are summarized in Table and Figure 4 .
(Test 2.3) Three objective functions. In Test 2.3, our algorithm
DEaf-MOPS/D is investigated. The surface of optimal frontiers is illustrated in Figure 5 . For (Test 2.1), we can find evidently from Table 3 that the DEaf-MOPS/D is the winner on all metrics, and its runtime is about one-third of HS-TLBO, and about a quarter of HSDS. In Table 4 , we also can see that the DEaf-MOPS/D is superior to HS-TLBO AND HSDS obviously on all four metrics (MED, VRE, MRE and runtime). Figure 4 shows the optimal frontiers of three algorithms for solving Test 2.2. We can find the optimal fronties of DEaf-MOPS/D from it is more evenly distributed than those of HS-TLBO and HSDS. For (Test 2.3), the surfaces of optimal frontiers of DEaf-MOPS/D are distributed evenly for five datasets.
The test results of DEaf-MOPS/D, that are summarized in Table 5 , indicate DEaf-MOPS/D is efficient for solving multi-objective models with cardinality constraint and transaction cost constraint. 
Conclusion
In this study, we are intended to solve high-dimensional multi-objective portfolio selection problems. Above all, cardinality constraint mean-variance model with transaction cost constraint and price-earnings ratio is introduced. Then an improved multi-objective differential evolution (DE) algorithm (DEaf-MOPS/D) with fine-tuning strategy are proposed, and decomposition strategy is utilized to solve multi-objective problems. Five simulation datasets are employed to investigate the performance of DEaf-MOPS/D and five differential kinds of tests are performed. The experimental results suggest that, for unconstraint problems, the DEaf-MOPS/D is inferior to HS-TLBO on MED, VRE and MRE, but its runtime is much less than that of HS-TLBO. For constraint problems, the DEaf-MOPS/D is superior to comparison algorithms evidently on all four metrics, which demonstrates that the proposed algorithm is promising to solve complex multi-objective portfolio problems.
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